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Abstract  
Mining frequent itemsets has been widely studied over 
the last decade. Past research focuses on mining 
frequent itemsets from static databases. In many of the 
new applications, data flow through the Internet or 
sensor networks. It is challenging to extend the mining 
techniques to such a dynamic environment. The main 
challenges include a quick response to the continuous 
request, a compact summary of the data stream, and a 
mechanism that adapts to the limited resources. In this 
paper, we develop a novel approach for mining 
frequent itemsets from data streams based on a 
time-sensitive sliding window model. Our approach 
consists of a storage structure that captures all 
possible frequent itemsets and a table providing 
approximate counts of the expired data items, whose 
size can be adjusted by the available storage space. 
Experiment results show that in our approach both the 
execution time and the storage space remain small 
under various parameter settings. In addition, our 
approach guarantees no false alarm or no false 
dismissal to the results yielded. 

1 Introduction 

Data items continuously flow through the Internet or 
sensor networks in applications like network 
monitoring and message dissemination. Efforts have 
been made at providing a data stream management 
system (DSMS), e.g., Telegraph [6], STREAM [25], 
Niagara [11], and Aurora [1]. The characteristics of 
data streams are as follows [4][17]: 
1. Continuity: Data continuously arrive at a high rate. 
2. Expiration: Data can be read only once. 
3. Infinity: The total amount of data is unbounded. 

The above leads to the following requirements: 
1. Time-sensitivity: A model that adapts itself to the 

time passing of a continuous data stream is needed. 
2. Approximation: Because the past data cannot be 

stored, a method for providing the approximate 
answers with accuracy guarantees is required. 

3. Adjustability: Owing to the unlimited amount of 
data, a mechanism that adapts itself to available 
resources is needed. 

                                                 
 *To whom all the correspondence should be sent. 

Among the researches toward DSMS, extending 
mining techniques to data streams has attracted much 
attention [19][26][28][10][27]. In this paper, we focus 
on the problem of mining frequent itemsets over a data 
stream. In this problem, a data stream is formed by 
transactions arriving in series. The support count of an 
itemset means the number of transactions containing it 
and a frequent itemset means the one with a sufficient 
support count. 

Mining frequent itemsets in static databases has 
been widely studied over the last decade. Many 
methods such as Apriori [2], FP-growth [18], and 
OpportuneProject [23] have been proposed. In addition, 
the methods that incrementally mine frequent itemsets 
in dynamic databases [12][22][8] have been presented 
as well. In these methods, all the frequent itemsets and 
their support counts derived from the original database 
are retained. When transactions are added or expired, 
the support counts of the frequent itemsets contained in 
them are recomputed. By reusing the frequent itemsets 
and their support counts retained, the number of 
candidate itemsets generated during the mining process 
can be reduced. All these methods have to rescan the 
original database because non-frequent itemsets can be 
frequent after the database is updated. Therefore, they 
cannot work without seeing the entire database and 
cannot be applied to data streams. 

Recent works on mining frequent itemsets over data 
streams are classified into two groups, mining frequent 
items and mining frequent itemsets. Most of them 
[15][21][24] utilize all the data between a particular 
point of time (called landmark) and the current time for 
mining. The landmark usually refers to the time when 
the system starts. Moreover, the support count of an 
itemset in this model is the number of transactions 
containing it between the landmark and the current 
time. The landmark model is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Landmark model 

To find frequent items [15][21][24] under this 
model, the support count of each incoming item is 



 

 

accumulated on a counter. Since the number of distinct 
items is often more than available counters, sampling 
techniques are employed to assign items to counters 
and then estimate the support counts of all the items. 

For mining frequent itemsets, Lossy-counting [24] 
is the representative approach under the landmark 
model. It keeps monitoring the maximum possible 
count of each itemset in the past data, called the 
maximum possible error. Given an error tolerance 
parameter and a support count threshold, this approach 
computes the approximate count of each itemset with 
an accuracy guarantee and regards the itemsets whose 
approximate counts exceed the support count threshold 
as frequent. Since the approximate count of an itemset 
keeps growing as time goes by, the support count 
threshold is also increasing along the time axis. 

All these approaches satisfy one requirement 
mentioned above – approximation. However, in many 
applications, new data are often more important than 
old ones. For example, when mining the Web click 
streams, the most recent data usually provides more 
useful information than those that arrived previously. 
The landmark model is not aware of time and therefore 
cannot distinguish between new data and old ones. To 
overcome this difficulty, the time-fading model, a 
variation of the landmark model, has been presented in 
recent works [7][13][16]. It assigns different weights to 
transactions such that new ones have higher weights 
than old ones. As shown in Figure 2, the weights are 
decreasing as time passes by. 

 
Figure 2: Time-fading model 

The estDec method in [7] is proposed for mining 
frequent itemsets under this model. By using a decay 
rate, the effects of old transactions diminish as time 
goes by. For example, let the decay rate and the 
support count of itemset X be d and v, respectively. As 
a new transaction containing X arrives, the new support 
count of X is equal to v×d+1. Obviously, when d equals 
1, the time-fading model becomes the landmark model. 
In [13], a variety of decay functions are also introduced 
to maintain aggregates under the time-fading models. 

FP-stream approach in [16] provides a way to mine 
frequent itemsets under the time-fading model. Two 
parameters, the minimum support count σ and the 
maximum support error ε where σ ≥ ε, are used to 
classify all the itemsets into three categories: 
• Frequent: Support count is greater than and equal 

to σ. 
• Sub-frequent: Support count falls in [ε, σ]. 
• Infrequent: Support count is smaller than ε. 

Next, only frequent and sub-frequent itemsets are 
stored and organized as a pattern tree, a variation of 
the FP-tree [18]. Figure 3 shows a pattern tree, where a 
path starting at the root stands for an itemset. The 
count of each itemset is asymmetrically distributed into 
multiple time slots such that the recent time period is 
assigned more time slots than the past. The assignment 
of time slots is illustrated by the tilted time window 
shown in Figure 3. It is suitable for people to mine the 
recent data at a fine granularity while mining the 
long-term data at a coarse granularity. 

4 qtrs24 hours31 days12 months
time

 
Figure 3: Pattern tree and Tilted-time window 

All these approaches provide approximate answers 
for long-term data and adjust their storage requirement 
based on the available space. Therefore, they satisfy 
the two requirements – approximation and adjustability. 
However, the time-fading model (including the 
landmark model) has its essential limitation, i.e., the 
support count is computed from the entire data set 
between the landmark and the current time. In certain 
applications, users can only be interested in the data 
recently arriving within a fixed time period. Obviously, 
the models previously presented are unable to satisfy 
this need. On the contrary, the sliding-window model 
shown in Figure 4 achieves this goal. Given a window 
size W, only the latest W transactions are utilized for 
mining. As a transaction arrives, the oldest transaction 
in the sliding window is expired. Therefore, under this 
model, the methods for finding the expired transaction 
and for discounting the support counts of the itemsets 
involved are required. 

 
Figure 4: Sliding-window model 

Babcock et al. [5] develop a mechanism, which can 
dynamically combine adjacent buckets in a histogram, 
to monitor the variance and k-medians in a sliding 



 

 

window. In [9][14][20], hash-based methods are 
proposed to mine frequent items. In these methods, a 
fixed number of counters and hashing functions are 
used. An item is then assigned to the corresponding 
counters based on its hashed values. Each counter 
accumulates the support counts of the items with the 
same value hashed. In this way, the support count of an 
item can be estimated from the corresponding counters. 
Since these methods assume the expired transaction to 
be available, the update of these counters can be fast. 
However, the characteristic – expiration, said that it is 
not reasonable to have a chance to see the expired 
transaction again. In a recent work, Arasu and Manku 
[3] extend the Lossy-counting to the sliding-window 
model. Their approach can estimate the approximate 
counts and quantiles with certain accuracy guarantees. 

Compared with the previous models considering 
only the insertion of transactions, the sliding-window 
model further considers the deletion of transactions. 
Therefore, if a method succeeds in the sliding-window 
model, it can be easily applied to the previous models. 
Moreover, all the previous works consider a fixed 
number of transactions as the basic unit for mining, 
which is not easy for people to specify. By contrast, it 
is natural for people to specify a time period as the 
basic unit. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the 
time-sensitive sliding-window model, which regards a 
fixed time period as the basic unit for mining. 

Definition 1.1 Time-sensitive Sliding-window (TS) 
Given a time point t and a time period p, the set of all 
the transactions arriving in [t-p+1, t] will form a basic 
block. A data stream is decomposed into a sequence of 
basic blocks, which are assigned with serial numbers 
starting at 1. Given a window with length |W|, we slide 
it over this sequence to see a set of overlapping 
sequences, where each sequence is called the 
time-sensitive sliding-window abbreviated as TS. 

Let the basic block numbered i be denoted as Bi. 
The number of transactions in Bi is denoted as |Bi|, 
which is not fixed due to the variable data arrival rate. 
For each Bi, the TS that consists of the |W| consecutive 
basic blocks from Bi-|W|+1 to Bi is denoted as TSi. Let 
the number of transactions in TSi be denoted as ∑i. 

Definition 1.2 Frequent Itemsets in TSi/Bi 
The support count of an itemset in TSi (Bi) is the 
number of transactions in [Bi-|W|+1, … Bi] (Bi) 
containing it. Given the support threshold θ, an itemset 
is frequent in TSi (Bi) if its support count in TSi (Bi) is 
not smaller than θ×∑i (θ×|Bi|). 

Owing to the characteristics of data streams, it is not 
realistic to scan the past basic blocks again and again 
for mining frequent itemsets in each of the subsequent 
TS’s. In this paper, we assume that only the summary 
information derived from TSi-1 is provided for mining 
frequent itemsets in TSi. Such a scenario is illustrated 

in Figure 5, where the basic unit is one day and |W| is 3. 
As the new basic block B6/21 comes, the oldest basic 
block B6/18 in TS6/20 is expired. To find frequent 
itemsets in TS6/21, we consider three kinds of itemsets 
from two sources, the frequent itemsets in TS6/20 and 
the frequent ones in B6/21, as follows: 
• For each frequent itemset in TS6/20, the support 

count is discounted if it occurs in B6/18 and then 
updated by examining B6/21. A mechanism to keep 
its support count in B6/18 and a way to find its 
support count in B6/21 are needed. 

• A frequent itemset in B6/21, which is not frequent in 
TS6/20, can be frequent in TS6/21. The methods for 
computing its support count in TS6/20 and for mining 
frequent itemsets in B6/21 are required. 

• An itemset that is not frequent in both TS6/20 and 
B6/21 cannot be frequent in TS6/21. 

 
Figure 5: Time-sensitive sliding-window model 

Since all the methods developed under other models 
accumulate the support count for each frequent itemset, 
no discounting information is provided. Furthermore, 
the hash-based approaches for mining frequent items 
under the sliding-window model assume that the 
expired transactions are available. However, for mining 
frequent itemsets, it is not reasonable to allow that the 
expired transactions can be reexamined. Therefore, in 
this paper, we introduce a novel approach to address 
the issues described above. First of all, we devise a 
data structure named the discounting table (DT) to 
retain the frequent itemsets with their support counts in 
the individual basic blocks of the current TS. Moreover, 
a data structure named the Potentially Frequent-itemset 
Pool (PFP) is used to keep the frequent itemsets in TSi 
and the frequent ones in Bi. We include the itemsets 
that are frequent in Bi but not frequent in TSi-1 in PFP 
because they are possibly frequent in TSi. 

Definition 1.3 Potentially Frequent Itemset 
A frequent itemset in Bi that is not frequent in TSi-1 is 
called a potentially frequent itemset. Since its support 
count in TSi-1 is not recorded, we estimate that as the 



 

 

largest integer less than θ×∑i-1, i.e., the upper bound of 
its support count in [Bi-|W|, … Bi-1]. This is called the 
potential count and also recorded in PFP. 

For the itemsets in PFP that are not potentially 
frequent, the potential counts are set to 0. In this way, 
each itemset in PFP is associated with the potential 
count and the accumulated count. Moreover, the sum 
of the two counts is regarded as the support count of 
this itemset in TSi and used to determine whether it 
should be kept in PFP. When Bi arrives, three pieces of 
information are available for mining and discounting: 
• DT: Frequent itemsets with support counts in each 

of the basic blocks Bi-|W|, … Bi-1. 
• PFP: Frequent itemsets in TSi-1 or Bi-1. 
• All the frequent itemsets discovered from Bi. 

Mining frequent itemsets in TSi consists of four 
steps. At first, the support counts of frequent itemsets 
in PFP are discounted according to DT and then the 
frequent itemsets in Bi-|W| are removed from DT. 
Second, the frequent itemsets in Bi are mined by using 
FP-growth [18] and added into PFP with their potential 
counts computed. Third, for each itemset that is in PFP 
but not frequent in Bi, we scan Bi to accumulate its 
support count and then delete it from PFP if it is not 
frequent in TSi. At last, two alternatives to determine 
the frequent itemsets for output are provided: 
1. Recall-oriented: All the itemsets kept in PFP are 

output. Since all the frequent itemsets in TSi are in 
PFP, it guarantees that no false dismissal occurs. 

2. Precision-oriented: We output only those itemsets 
whose accumulated counts in PFP satisfy θ×∑i. 
Because for the potentially frequent itemsets, these 
counts are lower bounds of their support counts, it 
guarantees that no false alarm occurs. 
In addition to the mining and discounting methods, 

we further design the self-adjusting discounting table 
(SDT) that can automatically adjust its size when 
maintaining the discounting information. Given a 
limitation on the size of SDT, we devise a strategy to 
merge the information of more than one itemset kept in 
SDT. The main idea is to minimize the difference 
between the original support count of each itemset and 
its approximate count after merging. The most 
important finding is that the two guarantees described 
above still hold when SDT is deployed. The following 
are the contributions of our paper, corresponding to the 
three requirements mentioned before. 
• Time-sensitive sliding-window model: We propose 

a model that is sensitive to time. To our knowledge, 
this paper is the first one addressing the issues of 
mining frequent itemsets over data streams under 
this model. 

• Mining and discounting methods: An approach 
that continuously provides frequent itemsets over 
data streams under our model is introduced. The 

accuracy guarantees of no false dismissal or no false 
alarm are provided. 

• Self-adjusting discounting table: A mechanism 
that is self-adjusting under the memory limitation is 
presented. The accuracy guarantees still hold. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 details the mining and discounting methods, 
including the system framework and main operations. 
In Section 3, we present the self-adjusting discounting 
table. The experiment results are shown and discussed 
in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude this paper. 

2 Mining and Discounting 

2.1 System framework 

Figure 6 shows the system framework of our approach. 
The data stream is a series of transactions arriving 
continuously. Four parameters, the support threshold θ, 
the basic unit of time period for each basic block P, the 
length of TS |W|, and the output mode M, are given 
before the system starts. As Definition 1.1 states, a data 
stream is divided into blocks with different numbers of 
transactions according to P. The buffer continuously 
consumes transactions and pours them block-by-block 
into our system. After a basic block triggers these 
operations and goes through our system, it will be 
discarded directly. 

 
Figure 6: System framework 

Because the basic blocks may have different 
numbers of transactions, we dynamically compute the 
support count threshold θ×|Bi| for each basic bock Bi 
and store it into an entry in the threshold array (TA), 
denoted as TA[i]. In our approach, only |W|+1 entries 
are maintained in TA. As Bi arrives, TA[j] keeps the 
support count threshold of Bi-j for 1≤j≤|W|+1 and i-j>0. 
After Bi is processed, the last entry TA[|W|+1] is 
ignored and the others are moved to the next positions, 
i.e., TA[j]→TA[j+1] for 1≤j≤|W|. Finally, the support 
count threshold of Bi is put into TA[1]. 

In addition to TA_update, the arrival of a basic 
block also triggers the other operations in Figure 6, 
which are differently executed in three cases. For each 
case, Frequent_itemset_output is used to pick up the 



 

 

answers satisfying M from PFP. Figure 7 shows the 
main algorithm. First, as B1 comes, two operations are 
executed one by one: 
• New_itemset_insertion: An algorithm for mining 

frequent itemsets is applied to the transactions in the 
buffer. Each frequent itemset is inserted into PFP in 
the form of (ID, Items, Acount, Pcount), recording a 
unique identifier, the items in it, the accumulated 
count, and the potential count, respectively. Since an 
itemset is added into PFP, Acount accumulates its 
exact support counts in the subsequent basic blocks, 
while Pcount estimates the maximum possible sum 
of its support counts in the past basic blocks. For B1, 
Pcount is set as 0. 

• DT_maintenance: Each itemset in PFP is inserted 
into DT in the form of (B_ID, ID, Bcount), recording 
the serial number of the current basic block, the 
identifier in PFP, and its support count in the current 
basic block, respectively. For B1, B_ID is set as 1. 

Input: Stream S, Parameters θ, P, |W|, M 
Output: All the frequent itemsets satisfying M 
1. Let TA, PFP, and DT be empty //∀j, TA[j]=0 
2. While Bi comes   //from the buffer 
  2.1 If (i = 1)    //B1 
    2.1.1 New_itemset_insertion 
    2.1.2 DT_maintenance 
  2.2 Else If (i ≤ |W|)   //B2…B|W| 
    2.2.1 New_itemset_insertion 
    2.2.2 Old_itemset_update 
    2.2.3 DT_maintenance 
  2.3 Else     //B|W|+1… 
    2.3.1 Itemset_discounting 
    2.3.2 New_itemset_insertion 
    2.3.3 Old_itemset_update 
    2.3.4 DT_maintenance 
  2.4 TA_update //∀j, TA[j+1]=TA[j], TA[1]=θ×|Bi| 
  2.5 Frequent_itemset_output 

Figure 7: Main algorithm 

When Bi arrives, where 1<i≤|W|, three operations 
are executed one by one: 
• New_itemset_insertion: In this case, we further 

check every frequent itemset discovered in Bi to see 
whether it has been kept by PFP. If it is, we increase 
its Acount. Otherwise, we create a new entry in PFP 
and estimate its Pcount as the largest integer that is 
less than θ×∑i-1. 

• Old_itemset_update: For each itemset that is in 
PFP but not frequent in Bi, we compute its support 
count in Bi by scanning the buffer to update its 
Acount. After that, an itemset in PFP is deleted if its 
sum of Acount and Pcount is less than θ×∑i. 

• DT_maintenance: This operation is the same as 
described previously except that B_ID is set as i. 
At last, when Bi arrives, where i>|W|, the window 

slides and 4 operations are executed one by one. Before 

that, an extra operation is executed: 
• Itemset_discounting: Since the transactions in 

Bi-|W| will be expired, the support counts of the 
itemsets kept by PFP are discounted accordingly. 
We classify the itemsets into two groups by Pcount. 
If it is nonzero, we repeatedly subtract the support 
count thresholds of the expired basic blocks from 
Pcount and finally set Pcount to 0. If Pcount is 
already 0, we subtract Bcount of the corresponding 
entry in DT from Acount. Finally, each entry in DT 
where B_ID = i−|W| is removed. 

2.2 Main operations 

Figure 8 shows the steps of New_itemset_insertion. 
First, we adopt the FP-growth algorithm to mine all the 
frequent itemsets from Bi. Let Fi denote this set. Next, 
we check each itemset in Fi to see whether it has been 
kept in PFP and then either update or create an entry. 
Input: Bi 
Output: Fi, updated PFP 
1. Discover Fi from Bi 
2. For each itemset f in Fi 
  2.1 If (f∈PFP) Increase f.Acount

   2.2 Else  Insert f into PFP //Estimate f.Pcount
 

Figure 8: New_itemset_insertion 

At Step 2.2, we need to estimate the Pcount for each 
itemset in Fi but not in PFP. The rationale of our 
estimation is as follows. Let f be such an itemset. Let S 
denote the sequence of basic blocks [Bi-|W|+1, … Bi-1], 
which is a subsequence of TSi-1, i.e., [Bi-|W|, … Bi-1]. 
According to Old_itemset_update, f is not kept by 
PFP only if it is non-frequent in TSi-1. Therefore, the 
support count of f in TSi-1 cannot be more than θ×∑i-1. 
As a result, we estimate Pcount, the maximum possible 
count of f in S, as follows: 
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Figure 9 shows the steps of Old_itemset_update. 
For each itemset g that has been kept by PFP but not in 
Fi, we compute its support count in Bi to increase its 
Acount. Suppose that g was inserted into PFP when Bk 
comes (k<i). At this point, we have g.Acount, the exact 
support count of g in [Bk, … Bi], and g.Pcount, the 
maximum possible support count of g in [Bi-|W|+1, … 
Bk-1]. If the sum is less than the support count threshold, 
g must not be frequent in TSi and can be safely deleted 
from PFP. 
Input: Fi, Bi, PFP 
Output: updated PFP 
1. For each itemset g in PFP but not in Fi 
  1.1 Increase g.Acount by scanning Bi once

 
  1.2 If (g.Acount + g.Pcount < θ×∑i) 
      Delete g from PFP 

Figure 9: Old_itemset_update 



 

 

DT_maintenance is shown in Figure 10. Each 
itemset in PFP is added to DT together with its support 
count in Bi. In this section, we assume that there is 
unlimited memory space utilized for DT_maintenance. 
The DT_maintenance under a limited memory space 
will be presented in the next section. 
Input: PFP, DT 
Output: updated DT 
1. For each itemset f in PFP 
    Append f to DT 

Figure 10: DT_maintenance 

We design the steps of Itemset_discounting in 
Figure 11. At first, we classify all the itemsets in PFP 
into two groups by Pcount. Each itemset uses Pcount to 
keep its maximum possible count in the past basic 
blocks before it is inserted into PFP. By Formula (1), 
since Bi comes, Pcount is computed by including the 
support count threshold of an extra basic block, i.e., 
Bi-|W|. As Bi+1 comes, if Pcount is nonzero, we subtract 
the support count threshold of Bi-|W| from Pcount. If 
Pcount is smaller than the support count threshold of 
Bi-|W|+1, Acount should have the exact support counts 
from Bi-|W|+2 to Bi-+1.In this case, we set Pcount to 0. 
When Pcount is zero, we directly decrease its Acount 
by its Bcount of the corresponding entry in DT. 
Input: PFP, DT, i 
Output: updated PFP, updated DT 
1. For each itemset g in PFP   
  1.1 If (g.Pcount = 0) 
    1.1.1 Find entry h in DT where (g.ID = h.ID) and 
                             (h.B_ID = i–|W|) 
    1.1.2 g.Acount = g.Acount – h.Bcount 
  1.2 Else 
    1.2.1 g.Pcount = g.Pcount – TA[|W|+1] 
    1.2.2 If (g.Pcount < TA[|W|]) 
          g.Pcount = 0 
2. For each entry h in DT 
    If (h.B_ID = i–|W|)  Remove h from DT 

Figure 11: Itemset_discounting 

When the first |W| basic blocks come, there is no 
extra basic block to overestimate the value of Pcount. 
Therefore, Pcount is not decreased at the first time the 
window slides, i.e., as B|W|+1 arrives. In this case, Step 
1.2.1 has no effect since TA[|W|+1] is 0. After the 
discounting, we can safely remove all the entries in DT 
belonging to Bi-|W|. 

Example 2.1 
Take Figure 12 as an example. Let W be 3. Assume that 
an itemset g is inserted into PFP in 6/18. By Formula 
(1), g.Pcount is computed from the support count 
thresholds in 6/15-6/17. When the TS moves to 6/19, 
g.Pcount is decreased and only considers 6/16-6/17. As 
the TS moves to 6/20, since g.Acount accumulates the 
support counts in 6/18-6/20, g.Pcount is set 0. As the 

TS moves to 6/21, g.Acount is discounted by dropping 
its support count in 6/18. 
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Figure 12: An example of Itemset discounting 

As mentioned before, PFP keeps not only the 
frequent itemsets in TSi but also the ones in Bi. In 
Formula (1), Pcount in PFP is overestimated. Therefore, 
if all the itemsets in PFP are outputted, it guarantees 
that no true answer is missed. It is called the 
no-false-dismissal mode (denoted as NFD). In this 
mode, an itemset that is frequent in Bi but not in TSi is 
still outputted. Sometimes user hopes that all the 
itemsets outputted are real answers. Therefore, we also 
provide the no-false-alarm mode (denoted as NFA), 
which outputs only the itemsets with Acount satisfying 
the support count threshold. Since Acount accumulates 
the support counts of an itemset in the individual basic 
blocks after that itemset is inserted into PFP, this mode 
guarantees that no false answer is outputted. The steps 
of Frequent_itemset_output are shown in Figure 13. 
Input: PFP 
Output: The set of frequent itemsets O 
1. If (M = NFD) 
    For each itemset f in PFP 
      O = O + {f}

 2. Else    //M=NFA 
    For each itemset f in PFP 
      If (f.Acount ≥ θ×∑i) O = O + {f}

 
Figure 13: Frequent_itemset_output 

Example 2.2 
Let θ, |W|, and P be 0.4, 3, and 1 hour, respectively. 
Consider the stream of transactions shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: A stream of transactions 
 Time period Number of 

transactions 
Itemset (and its 
count) 

B1 09:00~09:59 27 a(11),b(20),c(2),ab(6) 
B2 10:00~10:59 20 a(20),c(13),ac(13) 
B3 11:00~11:59 27 a(19),b(8),c(7),ac(7) 
B4 12:00~12:59 23 a(10),c(3),d(10) 



 

 

Initially, PFP and DT are empty and TA[j] = 0 for 
all j. For the 1st hour (i.e., B1), the support count 
threshold is 0.4×27 (10.8). By New_itemset_insertion, 
only a and b are frequent and inserted into PFP with 
Pcount 0. In DT_maintenance, both of them are put in 
DT. TA is updated and the results are shown in Figure 
14, where a and b are outputted for both modes. 

 
Figure 14: A snapshot after B1 passes 

For the 2nd hour (B2), the support count threshold is 
0.4×20 (8). The itemsets c and ac are inserted into PFP 
with Pcount 10, which is the maximum possible count 
of a non-frequent itemset in B1. In addition, we 
accumulate the support counts of a in 2 hours to get its 
Acount (=31). In Old_itemset_update, B2 is scanned 
once to compute the support count of b since b is in 
PFP but not frequent in B2. Because the support count 
threshold is the sum of 10.8 and 8, i.e., 18.8, b is still 
kept in PFP. Finally, all the 4 itemsets are appended to 
DT and then TA is updated. The results are shown in 
Figure 15. Under the NFD mode, all the itemsets in 
PFP are outputted, while only a and b are outputted 
under the NFA mode. 

 
Figure 15: A snapshot after B2 passes 

For the 3rd hour (B3), the support count threshold is 
also 10.8. Since the frequent itemset a in B3 also exists 
in PFP, we accumulate its support counts in 3 hours to 
get its Acount 50. In Old_itemset_update, B3 is 
scanned thrice to compute the support counts of b, c, 
and ac, respectively. For the support count threshold 
29.6, we keep c and ac in PFP but delete b since its 
Acount plus its Pcount is 28. All the 3 itemsets are 
appended to DT and TA is updated. Figure 16 shows 
the results and only a is outputted for the NFA mode. 

For the 4th hour (B4), Itemset_discounting is 
executed. First, we check and discount the itemsets in 
PFP. Since a.Pcount is 0, we decrease a.Acount as 39 
according to DT. For c and ac, we first subtract TA[4] 
(=0) from their potential counts and then set them to 0 
because they are smaller than the support count 

threshold of B1. Secondly, all the entries of B1 in DT 
are removed. After that, we repeat the remaining 
operations as described above. The support count 
threshold of B4 is 9.2. Therefore, d is inserted into PFP 
with Pcount 29, while a.Acount is increased as 49. 
During Old_itemset_update, for c and ac, their sums 
of Acount and Pcount are 23 and 20, respectively. Both 
of them are deleted because the current support count 
threshold is 28 (8+10.8+9.2). The final results are 
shown in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 16: A snapshot after B3 passes 

 
Figure 17: A snapshot after B4 passes 

3. Self-adjusting Discounting Table 

In this section, we refine DT_maintenance to address 
the issue of the limited memory space. Among the data 
structures maintained for mining and discounting in 
our approach, DT often consumes most of the memory 
space. When the limit is reached, an efficient way to 
reduce the DT size without losing too much accuracy is 
required. A straightforward way is to merge the entries 
in DT as needed. The main challenge is how to quickly 
select the entries for merging such that the resultant DT 
still performs well in discounting. In the following, a 
naive solution called the naïve adjustment is introduced 
first and then our proposed method named the selective 
adjustment is presented. 

3.1 Naïve adjustment 

Since each entry is appended to the end of DT when it 
shows up, we can regard DT as a list of triples (B_ID, 



 

 

ID, Bcount) sorted by B_ID and ID, e.g., the figures in 
Example 2.2. Let the kth entry in DT be DTk. Every two 
adjacent entries satisfy one of the following properties: 
1. DTk.B_ID < DTk+1.B_ID 
2. DTk.B_ID = DTk+1.B_ID and DTk.ID < DTk+1.ID 

When the size of DT reaches its limit, the naïve 
adjustment finds the two adjacent entries satisfying the 
2nd property and then merges them into one. Figure 18 
illustrates the DT_maintenance with naïve adjustment, 
where DT_size and DT_limit respectively denote the 
number of entries in DT and its upper bound due to the 
limited memory space. 
Input: PFP, DT, DT_size, DT_limit //DT_limit > |W| 
Output: updated DT 
1. For each itemset f in PFP  
  1.1 If (DT_size = DT_limit) //DT is full 
    1.1.1 k = 2    //naïve adjustment 
    1.1.2 While (DTk.B_ID≠DTk-1.B_ID) k++ 
    1.1.3 DTk-1.ID = DTk-1.ID ∪ DTk.ID 
    1.1.4 If (M=NFD) 
      DTk-1.Bcount=min{DTk-1.Bcount, DTk.Bcount} 
    1.1.5 Else    //M=NFA 
      DTk-1.Bcount=max{DTk-1.Bcount, DTk.Bcount} 
    1.1.6 Remove DTk from DT; DT_size-- 
  1.2 Append f to DT;   DT_size++ 

Figure 18: DT_maintenance with naïve adjustment 

At the beginning of naïve adjustment, we scan DT 
from top to bottom and merge the first two entries 
having the same B_ID. Note that after Step 1.1.2, the 
entries DTk-1 and DTk always exist so long as DT_limit 
is larger than |W|. In this way, only the adjacent entries 
having the same B_ID are merged. The memory space 
freed is immediately used for the new entry appended 
to DT. Except for the unchanged B_ID, we also assign 
ID and Bcount to the new entry after merging. Since 
we sort the entries having the same B_ID by ID, the 
ID’s from the adjacent entries can be represented as a 
range of ID’s, i.e., “smallest ID−largest ID”. Therefore, 
as Step 1.1.3 indicates, we use the range covered by the 
ID’s from DTk-1 and DTk as the ID of the new DTk-1. 

On the other hand, the assignment of Bcount is 
different and depends on the output mode M given by 
the user. For the NFD mode, we underestimate Bcount 
such that the support count of an itemset is discounted 
as less as possible and thus overestimated. In this case, 
we choose the smaller Bcount between DTk-1 and DTk 
as the Bcount of the new DTk-1 as Step 1.1.4 indicates. 
By contrast, for the NFA mode, we underestimate the 
support count of an itemset by discounting it as more 
as possible. Therefore, in Step 1.1.5, the larger Bcount 
between DTk-1 and DTk is chosen. 

Example 3.1 
Suppose that the 6 itemsets in Table 2 will be inserted 
into DT but DT_limit is set to 4. In addition, the output 
mode is NFD. Initially, DT is empty. The 4 itemsets A, 

B, C, and F are added one by one to form Table 3(a). 
Since DT is full now, the naïve adjustment is executed 
before the addition of AF. Specifically, the entries (1, 1, 
12) and (1, 3, 13) are selected and merged into (1, 1−3, 
12) as Table 3(b) shows. After that, AF is added to DT. 
For the addition of G, the naïve adjustment is executed 
again and the first 2 entries are merged into (1, 1−4, 2) 
as Table 3(c) indicates. 

Table 2: The itemsets to be inserted 

 
Table 3: The process of the naïve adjustment 

 
The naïve adjustment is fast but provides inaccurate 

information for discounting when too many entries are 
merged together. Take (1, 1−4, 2) in Table 3(c) as an 
example. Due to the NFD mode, the value 2 stands for 
the minimum Bcount among the merged entries. When 
discounting itemsets A, B, and C, the errors are 10, 11, 
and 0, respectively. We call the sum of these errors the 
merging loss. For an entry in DT, the smaller merging 
loss it has, the more accurate Bcount it will provide for 
discounting. Next, we will introduce our method that 
uses the merging loss to select the entries for merging. 

3.2 Selective Adjustment 

In our method, each entry DTk is in the new form of 
(B_ID, ID, Bcount, AVG, NUM, Loss). DTk.AVG keeps 
the average of support counts for all the itemsets 
merged into DTk, DTk.NUM is the number of itemsets 
in DTk, while DTk.Loss records the merging loss of 
merging DTk with DTk-1. The main idea of our method 
is to select the entry with the smallest merging loss, 



 

 

called the victim, and merge it into the entry above it. 
DT1.Loss and DTk.Loss are set ∞ to avoid being the 
victim, ∀k, DTk.B_ID≠DTk-1.B_ID. Since the merging 
loss of an entry depends on the output mode M, we 
formulate it as follows: 

Definition 3.1 Merging loss 
For k>1 and DTk.B_ID=DTk-1.B_ID, DTk.Loss under 
the NFD mode is computed as follows: 
( )

{ } ( ) )2(   .NUMDT.NUMDT.BcountDT .Bcount,DTmin

.AVGDT.NUMDT.AVGDT.NUMDT

1-kk1-kk
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DTk.Loss under the NFA mode is computed as follows: 
{ } ( )

( ) )3(   .AVGDT.NUMDT.AVGDT.NUMDT

.NUMDT.NUMDT.BcountDT .Bcount,DTmax
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According to the same reason for the assignment of 
Bcount in the naïve adjustment, we use the minimum 
(maximum) Bcount in the computation of merging loss 
under the NFD (NFA) mode. As a result, the smaller 
merging loss DTk has, after merging, the more accurate 
Bcount DTk-1 will provide. Figure 19 illustrates the 
DT_maintenance with selective adjustment. 
Input: PFP, DT, DT_size, DT_limit 
Output: updated DT 
1. For each itemset f in PFP  
  1.1 If (DT_size = DT_limit) 
    1.1.1 Scan DT once to select the victim //DTk 
    1.1.2 DTk-1.ID = DTk-1.ID ∪ DTk.ID 
    1.1.3 If (M=NFD) 
      DTk-1.Bcount=min{DTk-1.Bcount, DTk.Bcount} 
    1.1.4 Else    //M=NFA 
      DTk-1.Bcount=max{DTk-1.Bcount, DTk.Bcount} 
    1.1.5 DTk-1.NUM = DTk-1.NUM + DTk.NUM 
    1.1.6 Compute DTk-1.AVG 
    1.1.7 If (DTk-1.Loss≠∞) Recalculate DTk-1.Loss 
    1.1.8 Remove DTk from DT; DT_size-- 
    1.1.9 If (DTk+1.Loss≠∞) Recalculate DTk+1.Loss 
  1.2 Append f to DT;   DT_size++ 
Figure 19: DT_maintenance with selective adjustment 

At the beginning of selective adjustment, we scan 
DT once to find the victim. Suppose that DTk is the 
victim and will be merged into DTk-1. For the new 
DTk-1, the assignment of ID and Bcount follows the 
same way in the naïve adjustment. Moreover, NUM is 
assigned with the sum of DTk-1.NUM and DTk.NUM, 
while AVG is computed as follows: 

)4  ( 
.NUM

1k
DT.NUM

k
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.NUM
1-k
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Based on the new DTk-1.Bcount, DTk-1.AVG, and 
DTk-1.NUM, DTk-1.Loss can be computed by Definition 
3.1. Note that if the old DTk-1.Loss has been set ∞, it is 
unchanged. After the merging, the merging loss of the 
entry below the victim, i.e., DTk+1.Loss, is also updated 
as Step 1.1.9 indicates. 

Example 3.2 
Consider Table 2, DT_limit=4, and M=NFD. Table 4(a) 
shows the DT as itemset A is added. Since it is the first 
entry, its merging loss is set ∞. As itemset B is added, 
we compute its merging loss by Formula (2) and the 
result is shown in Table 4(b). In the same way, we add 
itemsets C and F to form the DT in Table 4(c). Since 
DT is full now, the selective adjustment is executed 
before the addition of AF. Specifically, the entry (1, 3, 
13, 13, 1, 1) is selected as the victim and merged with 
(1, 1, 12, 12, 1, ∞). The result after merging forms the 
first entry in Table 4(d), where DT1.Loss is ∞ and 
DT1.AVG (=12.5) is computed by Formula (4). Notice 
that DT2.Loss is changed from 11 to 21 as Step 1.1.9 
indicates. Finally, we add itemset G in a similar way to 
obtain the final result in Table 4(e). 

Table 4: The process of the selective adjustment 

 
Consider the final results in Example 3.1 and 3.2. In 

the former, the sum of all the merging losses is (12-2) 
+ (13-2) + (2-2) + (10-10) + (10-10) + (8-8) = 21. In 
the latter, the sum of all the merging losses is (12-12) + 
(13-12) + (2-2) + (10-10) + (10-10) + (8-8) = 1. In this 
case, obviously, our method provides a higher accuracy 
of discounting information than a naïve solution. 

4. Experiments 

In this section, we will describe the experimental 
evaluation of our algorithms. The experimental setting 



 

 

is first described and then the results are presented. 

4.1 Experimental Setting 

The experiments are made upon the PC with the Intel 
Pentium-M 1.3GHz CPU, 256 MB main memory and 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional. The programs are 
written in C and compiled using Microsoft Visual C++ 
6.0. The mining algorithm we applied to find frequent 
itemsets in a basic block is the FP-growth. The datasets 
streaming into our system are synthesized via the IBM 
data generator [2], where we adopt most of its default 
values for the command options. For clarity, we name 
each dataset in the form of TxxIxxDxx, where T, I, and 
D mean the average transaction length, the average 
length of the maximum pattern, and the total number of 
transactions, respectively. To simulate data streams, we 
divide a dataset into basic blocks with equal size (i.e., 
10K transactions) and feed them into the buffer. The 
parameter setting used in the experiments (unless 
explicitly specified otherwise) is shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: Parameter setting 
Parameter Value 
Number of distinct items 1K 
DT_limit  10K 
θ 0.0025 
|W| 4 
T 3~7 
I 4 
D 150K 

Two kinds of experiments have been made. First, 
the required execution time and memory usage are two 
indicators of the efficiency for mining data streams. 
We compare the execution times of our approach in the 
PFP maintenance part, the DT maintenance part, and 
the mining part (FP-growth). The memory usage 
referring to the memory space consumed for both PFP 
and DT is reported. In addition, the scalability of our 
approach for the minimum support threshold is also 
evaluated. On the other hand, under the NFD (NFA) 
mode, the number of false alarms (false dismissals) is 
also a good indicator of the effectiveness for mining 
data streams. We define measures to estimate them and 
to compare the two strategies for maintaining the SDT. 

4.2 Efficiency on Time and Space 

First, we evaluate the execution time of our approach 
adopting the selective adjustment for T=3~7. Since the 
results show similar trends, only Figure 20 (T=7) is 
shown. The 4 curves in it refer to the execution time in 
3 parts and the total, respectively. Our observations are 
as follows: 
• The mining part dominates the total execution time. 

That is, New_itemset_insertion is the bottleneck of 
our algorithm, while the other operations are fast. 

• The execution time of DT maintenance part is close 

to zero in most cases. It verifies the feasibility of the 
SDT for mining data streams. 

• Although the execution time of the mining part is 
sensitive to T, the total execution time increases 
slowly as the growth of T. It indicates the fast 
response time our approach achieved. 
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Figure 20: Execution time for T = 7 

Figure 21 shows the memory usage under different 
values of T. The highest peak of memory usage during 
the experiment is not more than 350KB. It verifies the 
feasibility of the SDT, especially for the streaming 
environment with only a small memory. In all the 
figures, the curves are near smooth when the data 
stream flows. It implies that our approach adapts itself 
very well no matter how long a data stream is. 
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Figure 21: Memory usage for T = 3, 5, 7 

To evaluate the scalability of our approach, we try 
θ=0.01~0.002 on the data set T7I4D150K. Intuitively, 
a smaller θ implies more frequent itemsets, indicating a 
higher execution time. As expected, in Figure 22, the 
average execution time grows slowly as the decreases 
of θ, but the curve has a sharp rise when θ is changed 
from 0.003 to 0.002. We found that the number of 
frequent itemsets for θ=0.002 is six times as many as 
the case for θ=0.003. Therefore, our approach can be 
stable as long as the number of frequent itemsets does 
not increase very dramatically. 
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Figure 22: Average execution time for θ = 0.01~0.002 

4.3 Effectiveness on NFD and NFA 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed strategies 
for maintaining the SDT, we make an experiment on 
the data set T7I4D150K, where the DT_limit is varied 
from 4 to 12K. The experiment is performed for the 
NFD and NFA modes, respectively. 

Under the NFD mode, we overestimate the support 
count of each itemset in PFP. Therefore, it guarantees 
no false dismissal but allows false alarms. Intuitively, 
the smaller the DT_limit is, the more adjustments and 
false alarms will occur. In our setting, the case when 
DT_limit=4 is the worse case, while the case when 
DT_limit=12K is the best case. We define a measure to 
evaluate the effectiveness under the NFD mode: 

Definition 4.1 False Alarm Rate 
The false alarm rate when DT_limit=M (denoted as 
FARM) can be computed as follows: 

)5  (
casethe worstinalarmsfalseofnumberThe

MitDTwhenalarmsfalseofnumberThe
FAR M  
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The results are shown in Figure 23, where the false 
alarm rate shrinks as the growth of DT_limit. Consider 
the selective adjustment. 40% reduction of FAR is 
achieved when DT_limit=2K. As DT_limit=6K, more 
than 80% reduction of FAR can be achieved. From the 
two curves, it is obvious that the selective adjustment 
outperforms the naïve adjustment. 
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Figure 23: False alarm rate under the NFD mode 

On the contrary, we underestimate the support count 
of each itemset in PFP under the NFA mode. Therefore, 
it guarantees no false alarm but allows false dismissals. 
A smaller DT_limit implies more false dismissals. The 

worse case and the best case are the same as described 
above. Similarly, we define a measure to evaluate the 
effectiveness under the NFA mode: 

Definition 4.2 False Dismissal Rate 
The false dismissal rate when DT_limit=M (denoted as 
FDRM) can be computed as follows: 
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The results shown in Figure 24 also indicate that the 
false dismissal rate shrinks as the growth of DT_limit. 
The selective adjustment again outperforms the naïve 
adjustment. For example, the selective adjustment can 
achieve 60% reduction of FDR as DT_limit=4K, while 
the naïve adjustment cannot make it until DT_limit=9K. 
Our approach is both efficient and effective since it 
works well in the environment with a small memory 
and achieves fast response time without producing too 
many false alarms or false dismissals. 
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Figure 24: False dismissal rate under the NFA mode 

5. Conclusion 

Mining data streams is an interesting and challenging 
research field. The characteristics of data streams make 
the traditional mining algorithm unable to be applied. 
In this paper, we introduce an efficient algorithm for 
mining frequent itemsets over data streams under the 
time-sensitive sliding-window model. We design the 
data structures for mining and discounting the support 
counts of the frequent itemsets when the window slides. 
Moreover, two strategies for keeping SDT for the 
limited memory are proposed. Finally, the experiment 
results demonstrate that the execution time and 
required memory of our approach are acceptable under 
various parameter settings. On the other hand, the SDT 
performs well when the available memory is limited. 

From this study, more topics are uncovered. First, 
we provide either of the two accuracy guarantees for 
the frequent itemsets found in this paper. However, the 
errors in the support counts are not precisely estimated 
or bounded. The error estimation can help the ranking 
of frequent itemsets if only the top-k frequent itemsets 
are needed. Second, any other type of frequent patterns 
such as the sequential pattern can be the next target. 
Finally, the constraints recently discussed in the data 
mining field can also be included into this study. 
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